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Jessie-117

Jessie-117 is a Active Player Character played by Zanven Brax.

Jessie-117
Species & Gender: Male nepleslian

Organization: Star Army
Occupation: Pilot

Rank: @@Rank@@
Current Placement: 2XF

Physical Description

Jessie-117 is the one-hundredth-seventeen half-ID-Sol clone of the charismatic Jessie Porkins in his
attempt to create the best version of himself. Standing at 7'8“ and weighing in at 325 pounds of muscle
the big pilot is suited more for physical combat than flying a ship. With tanned, olive-colored skin,
stylized mid-neck length black hair, and green eyes he is a striking individual whose looks have landed
him in PLENTY of unsavory…and sometimes wet situations. He has a tattoo of his number designation
and a barcode from the cloning facility he was raised in.

He has a strong, squared jaw, no body hair, with a light stubble of facial hair that never gets longer than
a five o'clock shadow. The tone of his voice is smooth and warm like whiskey, but with a darker
undertone that he has to attribute to the original voice of Jessie Porkins. He smells of rich tobacco leaves
and a sweet floral accent that drives females mad.

Personality

Jessie is motivated by three things; flying, women, and flying. He has strong national pride and is seen by
his peers as a respectable member of the Nepleslian race. He is quick to rush into a fight, while also
taking pride in his ability to be a man to confide in and listens to his feelings over sometimes absolute
orders which lands him in trouble from time to time.

Jessie is a social man who has a fairly decent reputation with the men and women in the military. He has
been known to drink even ID-Sol's under the table…or so the rumor goes. Jessie enjoys being around
women of course, and the crazier the better…not like clingy crazy, but like adventurous. Clingy Crazy
landed him in a drunk tank on some backward ass moon while out flying his boss around.

He remembers one relationship in the past that defined him as the man he is today. During military
training, he fell in love with a young woman who was his senior, her name was Jessica Worr and she was
a Daisy pilot. The two hit it off really well and grew close quickly, but after a night of drinking and bad
decisions, Jessica was finding herself in a rather questionable situation. Resulting in Jessie just swearing
off serious decisions on the matter of love.
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Jessie is bold, talkative, and possesses a seemingly bottomless thirst for knowledge.

History

Jessie-117 was born 20日 4月 18 in Roger Wilco City. N/A

Skills Learned

N/A

Social Connections

Jessie-117 is connected to:

N/A

Inventory & Finance

Jessie-117 has the following:

N/A

Jessie-117 currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by zanven_brax on 04, 05 2023 at 13:31 using the Character Template Form.

In the case @@Character Owner@@ becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Jessie-117
Character Owner Zanven Brax
Character Status Active Player Character
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